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Playing, learning,  
moving and sitting
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MeinKreativStein

Besonderes4Kids
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3. Playing, learning and interaction 

4. Important safety information

5. Sustainability and environmental 
    protection

Besonderes4Kids is an innovative Start-up Company, 
compassionately dedicated to developing products for 
children.
MeinKreativStein was invented by the company owner 
while playing with his grandson and in the meantime has 
been successfully tested in German kindergartens.

MeinKreativStein is a high quality product, offering a 
multitude of playing and interaction possibilities.  

MeinKreativStein is environmentally friendly, with carful 
utilization of resources produced in Germany and com-
pletely recyclable. 

Playing, learning, moving and sitting
An idea by
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MeinKreativStein  
– the all-rounder for (almost) all opportunities!  

Congratulations on the purchase of

MeinKreativStein

MeinKreativStein encourages children to move, offers 
space for their fantasy and creativity and on top of that, it is 
lots of fun! 

MeinKreativStein is an all-round versatile product for play-
ing, learning and moving, suitable for all age groups.

In this brochure you will find many handy tips and ideas for 
the use of the KreativSteine. 

Let yourself be inspired!

1. General 
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2. All advantages at a glance

CE certified Recyclable Made in Germany

Made in Germany

 many creative playing possibilities

 integrate movement easily into everyday life

  2 different shapes 
(MeinKreativStein = arched,  
MeinVerwandlungsStein = straight) 

  low weight and easy to grasp

  space-saving stacking 

  indoor and outdoor use 

  age recommendation +1 year

  waterproof, saliva-proof, bite-resistant 

  clean with water

  CE-certified

  100% recyclable

  100% Made in Germany

Recommended by
kinderspiel + spielzeug
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Balancing
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3.  Playing, learning and  
interaction

3.1  Balancing
Balancing is fun for children. They can test their abilities, train 
their sense of balance and concentration. 

Use MeinKreativStein to build exciting balancing paths and 
obstacle courses in different levels of difficulty, depending on 
the age group.

The level of difficulty can be adjusted by the stacking height,  
distance between the modules or by the selection of the final 
module (MeinKreativStein = arched, MeinVerwandlungsStein = 
straight). 

From a stack height of three modules, it is advised to use a 
drop protection.
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Sportive activities
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3.2 Sportive activities

Daily exercise is important! The KreativStein supports you with 
the implementation of movements offers in your facility and is 
ideal for small sport games like island hopping, obstacle courses 
or musical chairs. 

While playing tag or running games, the KreativStein can serve as 
place for taking a time-out.
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Stacking
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3.3 Creative stacking
Building towers, shop counters, castles and walls... there are no limits 
for children. Also, small places of retreat, with the help of sheets and 
blankets or separations of different playing areas are quickly built. 
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Children are able to create self-made marble runs or build a 
water slide outside. Lots of fun for kids!
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3.4 Learning and discovering

MeinKreativStein improves cognitive abilities of children, for 
example by getting to know colors, learning to count or arranging 
them by colors, amount or height. 

Also, kids have lots of fun watching their self built dominos fall. 
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Variety of seating possibilities
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3.5  Seating possibilities and   
storage

The KreativStein can be used as low tables and seats in kinder-
garten:

Two modules stacked can become a small stool, using an arched 
or straight piece as final module, depending on the preference of 
sitting. And the material will stay comfortably warm in winter as 
well. 

(MeinKreativStein = arched,  
MeinVerwandlungsStein = straight) 

And the matching table is also assembled easily! 
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4. Important SAFETY INFORMATION
Use of MeinKreativStein and MeinVerwandlungsStein
Age recommendation: +1 year 
Max. capacity: 180 kg
! To be used only under the direct supervision of an adult !

Caution: When standing, sitting, jumping, climbing or balancing on 
several modules, every single brick has to be flush, has to fit exactly 
and is mandatory to be piled up horizontally. 

Caution: When standing, sitting, jumping, climbing or balancing on 
several modules, the MeinVerwandlungStein always has to be the 
highest module. There cannot be another module on the MeinVer-
wandlungStein.
Children are not allowed to stand, sit, jump, balance or climb on a 
stack higher than three modules (approx. 30 cm). There is a risk of 
falling down and getting hurt. 
Not possible to be used in water or as a swimming aid.

Other warnings:
• Keep away from direct heat
• No contact to sources of ignition such as flames or sparks
• No changes of the product in any kind  
•  No impact on the brick with sharp objects, such as knifes, scissors, 

saws, nails, screws, stones etc.
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5. Sustainability and environmental  
    protection
Climate neutral production and 100 % recyclable
Already during development, Besonderes4Kids opted for a versa-
tile shape and 100 % recyclable material.  
MeinKreativStein can be used long time, for all ages from +1 year.   
Material: The KreativStein is made of 100 % recyclable EPP, is robust 
and durable.
Production: EPP is regarded as particularly sustainable due to its 
minimal resource use during production and processing. The Kreativ-
Stein is climate neutrally manufactured in Germany.
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Besonderes4Kids GmbH 
Kiefernweg 9

72581 Dettingen, Germany
Email: info@besonderes4kids.de

Videos, more information, images  
and game ideas on 

www.meinkreativstein.de


